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Presentation Notes
This is a precursor to the techniques being used on SMAP and that we are starting to use on ORION.  Emphasis will be placed on how to use the information represented in those diagrams in an integrated way to identify issues in requirements, specifications and design, and the value that can be achieved by the views the different diagrams present.�



Objectives

• Show how multiple sources of information are linked 
and synthesized into an information repository 
(model).

• Demonstrate how the viewing the synthesized 
information in a graphical format provides a more 
powerful analysis perspective

• Show how the information helps to identify complex 
risks, issues, mismatches, missing information, and 
inconsistencies that can jeopardize project success. 

• Lays the ground work for developing both static and 
dynamic analysis tools IV&V can use to produce 
products for our customers. 
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Presentation Notes
This presentation focuses on the fundamental groundwork IV&V is using for actual analysis tools and products being used and produced in projects like Orion and SMAP, and others.



Why We Model
• Creating models helps us to understand the system 

under consideration.
• It helps us with the 2 C’s (Complete and Consistent)

– This is a byproduct of the modeling process itself
• It exposes a clearer view of the relationships between 

the many requirements, specifications, elements, 
systems, subsystems components, behaviors and 
interactions.

• It exposes disconnects, missing elements, conflicts, etc. 
very early on in the programs life cycle. 

• The visual presentation format allows us to present 
different views and perspectives of complex systems of 
systems and gives us a better understanding of those 
systems and their interactions. 
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Presentation Notes
IV&V can use models to show both static and dynamic behavior.  A system can be modeled for the purpose of analysis and understanding, to determine how it may be tested and verified, or (more commonly), to create and design a system to be built.Graphical presentation of complex systems is more efficient and easily processed than textual information, and many layers of information can be displayed in a single picture and processed by our brains.  Other media are not as effective when the complexity increases.The 2C’s come from IV&V’s assessment criteria.o   Need to convey this answer- modeling is not the end result.  Make sure people know this.



What modeling produces

• A logical information repository that can be mined and analyzed to 
answer the 3 questions.  

• At IV&V models are NOT our end product.
– We generate questions which may turn into risks, issues and 

comments to be given back to the projects to identify and prevent 
possible catastrophic failures, Loss of Life, Loss of Mission, and Loss of 
Assets.

• The model is a tool to used to help us provide our IV&V products
• Uncover and understand additional scenarios

– Quickly generate obvious scenarios and explore scenarios that may 
not be well understood at any one point during the project.

• Provides analysis evidence
• Create various reports about the content/consistency of the 

information available
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Modeling is a more efficient method used to pull together the massive amounts of information created during a specific program.  This enables us to find more detailed and critical issues sooner in the life cycle rather than later involving multiple sources of project information and various levels of detail. The model itself can be used to produce IV&V products.Reading gives us 1 dimension or level of knowledgeComparing two sources gives us one set of relations only from the view of the interactions and relationships of the two sourcesSpread sheets and databases provide more information and more levels but are still difficult for our minds to gather more than a few levels of interactions and become.Visual representations (both static and dynamic) allow us to quickly understand many more levels of interactions.



Information Flow

• Sources – (multiple)

• Flow into the Model (Information Repository)

• Output from the model
– Risks, Issues, Comments

• Delivered to the project
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Diagram the objects and outcomesSources – (multiple)Flow into the Model (Information Repository)Output from the modelRisks, Issues, CommentsDelivered to the project



Multiple Sources
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On complex projects we get more and more reference documentation for the project over time.  Simple one on one comparisons are not enough.  Being able to link multiple sources of requirements, structures, proposed interfaces, behavior descriptions at various levels exposes inconsistencies not visible between only one or two documents.The information model allows us to see and explore the relationships between the information in the model, and the relationships of the information in each reference source



What information are we 
hunting?

• We look for information (requirements, 
operational behaviors, interactions, etc) that 
are:
– Orphaned
– Missing
– Conflicting
– Ambiguous
– Incomplete
– Out of place
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As we build up the information in the repository, we are comparing the references, requirements documents, and other resources to ensure completeness and consistency.  We can use the information already in the repository and compare and add the information from incoming resource to find content (in the form of requirements, constraints, steps, sequences, definitions and other items) that is orphaned missing, conflicting, ambiguous, incomplete, or out of place.  This task is made easier and often more apparent in the visual format of the model.  



Setting up the information – the 
Basics

• Classes/Objects

• Activities/Behaviors

• States / Transitions
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The basic structures we use to capture information and trace to the source documents include classes and objects, activities or behaviors, and states and their supporting transitions.  There are other structures and diagrams we can use, but we will start with these.



Classes / Objects

• Class – pattern or blueprint of a related set of real 
world objects.  
– Self aware - Attributes
– Behaviors (Methods) - Links to other objects.

• Objects
– An object is something that occurs in the real world. 
– The instantiation of a class. 
– A Software Object is something in a system that 

models a real world object.  The object may be 
physical, or logical
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A class is the pattern of information, behavior, and relationships associated with a real world object or concept.An object is the instantiation of a given class.  A typical place to find an object is anything in a given system that is identified with a label.  It may be physical, or logical, but usually has a name.  Think of the class, as the “Bill of materials” for any given object.  As we build the class up, we can link our source documents and requirements to each attribute or behavior to ensure we have a complete description.  We also capture the relationships to other objects within the system.  An example we will see later is the relationships in the Orion CEV software to its packages, CSCIs, and domains.



Activities / Behaviors

• Activities or Behaviors
– A sequence of labeled events or actions

– Include steps necessary to accomplish the behavior

– Pre and Post Conditions

– Guards and Constraints

– Nominal and off Nominal flows

– Data stores

– Actors (Objects in the form of swim lanes)

– Interactions between actors (interface)
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Activities or behaviors describe how the objects in the system respond to various triggers and stimuli during operation.  How they work together during various operations, etc.  What does the system do?  What doesn’t it do?  What are the various constraint and controls that influence that behavior.As you look over the list of information, think how it relates to the previous slide of Classes and Objects



States and Transitions

• State – value of the attributes of an 
instantiated class at a given point in time

• Transition – the change in values of the 
attributes of an object

• Identifies the known states of an object

• Identify the actions that cause transitions 
between known states
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A state is a given set of values of attributes of an instantiate class (object). The transitions identify the action or event(s) that can change the values associated with the state within the object.This is extremely important in understand when certain activities and events are allowed within the system, and when they should be prevented.  Also, if the system is under a lot of stress and combinations of events are placing a strain on the system, what can happen.  This is the essence of our IV&V questions and the information contained in the state transition diagrams can be critical to identifying possible failures.Is it possible for a an un-recoverable event to happen when it shouldn’t. (Example, is it possible to fire pyros for chute deployment when the LAS is still attached?)



How we combine the information

• Transitions on a state diagram link to action 
steps in and activity diagram 

• Partitions link to classes and objects

• Activities link to behaviors

• They are all views of the same information
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Transition diagrams tell us what states are allowed for a given object and what the allowable changes while the object is in a given state.  This relates back to identifying which behaviors the object and perform when sets of attributes have specific combinations of values.  The objects in an state transition diagram, should also appear in activity diagrams the describe the actions that are identified as transitions, and those objects should be defined as classes and be linked to our resource documents.  If not we can start recording observations, potential issues, and risks in the model, and link that information to the appropriate system for action, reporting, and tracking to our IV&V customers.



Linked Information
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Activity StateClass

?

Name mismatch? How do we 
get to this 
state?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The information in each type of diagram should be traceable to the information represented in other diagrams.  Typos, differences in terms, missing behaviors, behaviors being done in the wrong state are all types of potential issues we can look for.  At this point, we can also use the model itself to identify problems by using diagram audits, metrics, and model to model comparisons.  This can significantly speed up the process so that the analysts can focus on more complex interactions.



Orion CEV Software
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Presentation Notes
Here we see a graphic representation of the CEV Avionics software for Orion.  How it is intended to be packaged, the breakdown by CSCI and domain.  There is a supporting set of classes in a diagram the define the relationships, and attributes of each of these objects.



Orion Software Organization 
Structure
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This diagram shows the relationships between FSW Packages, CSCIs, Domains, and Partitions and supports the previous diagram.



Tracing from Reference to Object
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The object on the diagram is linked to the list in the Reference Element Chooser which points to the reference item in the Model navigator pane.  This allows quick references from objects to requirement or other types of references.  Queries and reports can be generated that list conflicts or missing/orphaned items. 



Ask questions, use model to 
answer

• Reports on issues
– References

– Observations

– Orphaned elements

– Missing elements

– Conflicting elements
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Now that we have information in the model, we can start to use the model to generate reports about the references, and any analysis information we have gathered or recorded about the various elements of information.We can generate reports that are included in our IV&V products, that provide supporting evidence for the risks, issues, and comments that we give back to our projects, and provide the basis for items that we will watch as the project matures to ensure that they are addressed.



Summary

• Model is an Information Repository
– Allows a more omniscient view of system

– Find complex inconsistencies and issues among 
multiple sources at one time

– Identify areas of ambiguity quickly

– Justify Issues and discrepancies, their importance 
and criticality
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Use of an information repository (model) as represented here allows IV&V to perform its analysis on project deliverables more effectively.  As the complexity of the systems being built increases, the need and demand for more extensive and comprehensive IV&V services becomes more critical and this allows us to develop new methods to better serve our IV&V customer needs.



Next Steps
• Animation/Dynamic Behavior

– Validate that a given activity and states support the specified behavior through 
animation/simulation

• More transforms to find more inconsistencies  and issues.  
– Generate classes, interfaces, and component diagrams from activity and state diagrams.

• Automate generation and identification of issues through audits and metrics
– Use model audits and metrics to quickly identify discrepancies and missing or conflicting 

information at the diagram level.
• Impact analysis

– Identify the impact of changing requirements, design and architecture using the information 
in the model to quickly identify areas that are affected by changes in reference documentation 
and requirements

• Other
– Create report templates and queries to quickly extract information for IV&V products, such as 

issues, observations, missing or conflicting requirements, analysis views, etc.
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Presentation Notes
This presentation has focused on the model information as the building blocks for more IV&V activities.  What additional value can IV&V add?One of the presentations this week will demonstrate how animation/execution of activity and state diagrams support IV&V activities by showing if the behavior can execute with the desired results before any code is written or generated.  It will identify missing and conflicting logic and behavioral elements.  This includes tracing the actions, states and events back to requirements and other reference documents.
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